
m1-nar*l3 _54-

could endure anything. There was an infinite sacrifice which was more

than any me- man went through, even though from a purely human x.. . between

the two I don't know, they are both... this could be realized that . .. so shell

we sprinkle many nations is what Peter tells us .. . of exactly what happened

when Christ died onthe cross... and peter comes us ... and simply throws away

the Hw- Hebrew and so it is a marvelous prediction of how Christ died on the

cross and thereby gk brought cleansing and salvation to individuals all over the

world, now M. cannot make any sense out of that . .-4--e- the word . ..is always

used ... sprinkled upon something therefore, anyone in America ... knows how

easy it is for a word to cone to be used.. when the word occurs 25 times in

the N.T. ik it could not be ... as the object.. .-bt- because there is no

so they simply made ... but the Hebrew says sprinkle using the word regularly

in eee- connectinn with the infinitive . . . with the sacrifices ard the ... they

use that word ... Ic that is the way that 25 times it is used to mean spr4ftke1

sprinkle and the object is to seethat iec it is spir sprinkled,

Seminar 4tl4

You can have either one, you sprinkle water upon the lawn that is .. .1 forget

---but that is the passage... Yes, I believe that ... we lift up our voices in

song... bti1-±-t-i& taking it figuratively w4li which is not impossible... and I

think it going a little too far to say this is definitely the statement.. As expressed

it could be literal or figurative , but the physical icx lifting up is a little more

natural with the Hebrew. It could have been used. But that could have been an

idea not revealed asyet. So then I believe that the verse division, and if

you are going to have a chapter division here. The chait er division simply
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